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Dangers

Safe electricity

Links to Interactive websites

QCA Section 2 - Electrical Safety

Electricity and how to use it safely interactive website LINK

The electricity that comes out of plugs and 
sockets is called mains electricity. It is very 
powerful and can be very dangerous so………
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Never ever 
touch an 

electrical object 
with wet hands.

Never poke 
your fingers or 
poke things into 

an electrical 
socket.

How can you stay safe near electricity?

Never pull on an 
electrical lead.

When light bulbs are on they 
get very hot. Don’t touch them.

Irons that are 
on will burn 

you. Stay away 
from them.
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What’s wrong? Can you guess?There is a flex that is dangling. Why is it dangerous?
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What’s wrong? Can you guess?
There are a lot of  plugs in the socket and there is a frayed flex. 

Why is it dangerous?
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What’s wrong? Can you guess?There is something too close to water. Why is it dangerous?
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What’s wrong? Can you guess?There is a flex that is trailing. Why is it dangerous?

Find 5 dangers indoors LINK and 6 dangers outdoors LINK
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Is all 
electricity 

dangerous?

There is something we 
can use that gives us a 
much less dangerous 

source of electricity but 
can you guess 

what it is?

Electricity that comes 
from the mains is 
very dangerous. 
If you don’t use it 
carefully it can 
electrocute you! 
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Batteries come in 
different shapes and sizes. 
They have special 
chemicals inside them 
that make electricity. 

When all the chemicals are used up, the 
battery stops working – it run’s out of 
energy! Electricity from batteries is not as 
powerful as electricity from the mains so 
batteries are much safer. Batteries can be 
taken and used used anywhere so they 
are very useful.

Did you guess 
that I was 

talking about 
batteries?
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Perhaps you have 
some toys that use 

battery power.

Maybe you 
have Roamer 
at school.
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Remember
electricity can give you a 
dangerous electric shock.
Never play with plugs or 
wall sockets or anything 

that is plugged in!

Never ever Never ever Never ever Never ever 
play with play with play with play with 

mains mains mains mains 
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Outdoor electrical Safety link
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Interactive links

Electricity Online Activities for KS1

More able children Click Here

Using Electricity  (ngfl-cymru) Click Here

Mr Plug Fun Book (safety issues) Link

See also Plans downloaded from web and included in this folder.

QCA Link

Unit 2F: Using electricity Section 2: Electrical safety

Objectives
Children should learn:
•that everyday appliances are connected to the mains and that they 
must be used safely 

Activities
•Show a video or video clip about electrical safety and talk with children 
about dangerous and less dangerous sources of electricity. Show 
children a collection of batteries and discuss batteries as a safe source 
of electricity. 

Outcomes
•tell someone eg visitor, parent, other child that mains sockets are 
dangerous eg the electricity is so powerful it could kill you and that 
plugs should not be touched with wet hands

SAFETY - Mains appliances, including those brought in from home, 
should only be used if they have been subject to an electrical supply 
check. 

www.ks1resources.co.uk


